California Journey 2011-12 -- Part I

Let’s see, we departed on December 15 at 8:43 AM. Our destination was Murdo, SD 436. That drive
was 432 miles. A couple snow flakes were in the air. The first portion of the day, we angled southwest
through Mankato, MN in order to get to I90 at Worthington, MN. From there, it was a straight shot to
Murdo. Bev noted seeing a lot of wind turbines along the way. Also lots of migrating birds. We saw
several ethanol plants along the way. The rail tracks next to the plants had grain cars (input) and tank cars
(output). Finally toward dusk in South Dakota, we looked for and saw several lonely antelope – always
grazing far off the road in the barren plains. We reached Murdo at 5:30 PM and settled into the Best
Western (our second visit to this one.)
Murdo is just off the freeway I-90. It is the hometown of John Thune, US Senator from SD. He is one
of the 488 citizens in this town of 0.6 square mile area. A state highway intersects with US83 in the
town. Naturally those roads are paved. I don’t believe too many other streets are paved except of the
main street which is blacktopped, but I don’t believe there are any curbs. Thune ought to sponsor some
ear-marks in some bill to spruce up his hometown. Nah! The town did have character and an elevator. It
was named after Texas cattleman, Murdo McKenzie. (I expanded on this town because it was just one of
many that we saw – where people lived and worked and felt at home. We city-folk don’t understand how
they manage. )
The next morning we woke to frost on the car. We drove away from the motel beginning at 8:19 AM.
We turned south onto US83 – a two lane straight shot down to Nebraska. It was a sizable part of the
day’s travel and very very empty of towns. The Nebraska portion from Valentine to North Platte was 130
miles of open range with two towns – Thedford and Stapleton. For all its barrenness, it was exciting to
see this land and anticipate that there was more open spaces to come. At Thedford, we intersected NE 2
along which we travelled earlier in 2011. Par for the course as happened on our last trip, we encountered
a coal train heading east. Beverly counted 130 cars pulled by two engines up front. There was one
engine in the rear as usual.
At North Platte, we took I80 till it branched off into I76. We drove I76 for the final leg of the trip to our
destination for that day --Boulder, Colorado. Early along the I80 freeway, Bev estimated seeing 1000
ducks sitting on a rare body of ice. Maybe they were on farm ponds or just narrow pools of the South
Platte River that flowed along the
highway.
In Nebraska, it looks like the
North Platte River and the South
Platte both parallel I80 and have
their confluence near North Platte,
NE (Lincoln County). Based on
the dotted line on the road map,
the path of the old Oregon Trail
travels along I80 until it follows
the North Platte River toward
Wyoming.
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Our trip along I80 had one point of interest. We saw a cattle drive. Not the dusty type one sees in the
movies. Bev’s sharp eye spotted a herd moving in single file across an overpass. The cowpokes were on
horseback and on ATVs. Oh, the shame of it all!
This was the first photo I took on the trip. I was driving and I had resisted taking shots of the wide open
spaces of SD and NE.
We reached Bonnie’s place in Boulder just before Bonnie left for some dancing event she was going to.
Our arrival was somewhat delayed by encountering a traffic tie-up caused by an accident during rush
hour. We were not on the freeway and it took a few minutes of driving to get around the flashing lights of
the police and then start back in the direction toward Bonnie. It was after dark and we made use of our
new cell phone for the first time. We called Bonnie and got directions on where to turn off of 55th Street
to find Roxwood Lane.
Another 485 miles bit the dust. I believe that was our longest day of driving in our 3 and ½ week trip.
Friday evening, we set up at Bonnie’s and went out for supper while Bonnie went to the dance. Bonnie is
very much into Scandinavian folk dancing. We drove around one shopping district in Boulder and ended
up at a trendy pizza joint. The place was packed. It must have been the place to be. The pizza was no
where near the quality of Broadway Pizza, our Richfield pizza parlor. It was a small 4 slice thing. It
was enough.
Bonnie was preparing for a dinner party of friends for Saturday
evening (12/17). So in the morning, we helped a little before we left
to see my cousin, Joan Zilis, in Littleton. Littleton is south of
Denver and Boulder is north. So we had a little travel to get to Joan
about 11 AM. We visited with her till noon or 12:30 and then went to
Freddie’s - a burger place across the street for lunch. Joan seems
comfortable in her surroundings. She is not a wall-flower and seems
to be availing herself of all the activities that her senior community
provides. Plus her boys – Jack, Paul, and Tom – live in the Denver
area and she must get visits and calls from them frequently. I am
also amused that she claims that in recent years she has become a
sports fan so that she is able to entertain herself at times watching
games on TV. (Her Wisconsin grand children are Green Bay fans.)
The picture shows Bev and Joan in conversation. The noontime sun
was flooding in the window and my picture-taking failed to compensate for the contrasts. I should have
had the two ladies move to the couch.
Back in Boulder, the dinner party was a great success. I don’t have a list of Bonnie’s five guests. But we
had an evening of great conversation and dining. The only other man in the group had a very interesting
occupation. He was a wood carver – an artisan. He learned his trade over 20 years of study and practice
in Germany and has developed a business here when he returned to the US with his Germany wife.
On Sunday 12/18, we rosé and helped Bonnie a little with the post-party work. I seem to recall that we
washed dishes right after the party. Done with our work, a walk was the next order of business.
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Bonnie is not afraid of walking either. She
walks the dogs about three times a day with
the middle walk being a marathon of
several miles. Bonnie loves her dogs. She
has two and, during our visit, she was dogsitting for her son. We drove to a place
back in Lafayette, CO where Bonnie could
let the dogs off their leashes. She dutifully
monitored all the pooping and picked it up.
My only photo of the three dogs together is
an indoor shot. The dog in the foreground
and the one on the couch are Bonnie’s.
The third dog is a furry and older dog lying
by the arm chair back by the wall.
The walk area was a big industrial park in Lafayette. It was Sunday. There was little or no activity and
parking lots were empty. Maybe the only place with some employees on duty was a company that
seemed to provide street sweeping services. Several of their small units drove by us as we walked.

From the walk area, I took my first pictures of the Rockies. This shot was sort of northward and would
not pick up more southern stretches that would include Pike’s Peak. It was too sunny in that direction
anyway. We would need a ranger to name the peaks, but it would be sufficient to say that the tall one
ranged from 11,000 to over 13,000 feet. Most of the peaks rosé on the Continental Divide (one of several
locations we would experience along the way). Also note that the snow capped peaks were in a region
beyond closer peaks that were tree covered. Those are brushed off as “foothills.”
The temperature on Sunday reached 57 degrees, but I’ll bet the snow conditions hardly changed. Boulder
would get more snow on Monday and considerably more later in the week.
We took Bonnie to dinner on Sunday night. It was an interesting restaurant which served Ethiopian food
served to be eaten without fork and spoon – Ethiopian style. (Boulder has everything.) The “utensil”
for getting food to your mouth was a version of bread which one used with their fingers to pick up the
food. It saved on the silverware. 
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The next morning, we left Bonnie’s and went to the Auto Repair Place. When we left the restaurant on
Sunday night we had noticed that the passenger side headlight was out. The headlights are no longer
easy to replace. I had tried to do it on the Prius before. So Paul at the Auto Repair Place wrote up the
order and told us that it would require about an hour before they would be able to address the task. The
particular headlamp was not in stock. Bev and I went for coffee and, upon returning, waited just a few
minutes before we were able to get on the road.
So we were on the way at 10AM. Our odometer indicated that we had already travelled 1050 miles.
As sky was cloudy as we took off down CO 93 and to US 6. (I remember US 6 went though Griffith,
Indiana, my hometown. It was called Ridge Road.) US 6 was a Beverly-chosen shortcut to I70. It was
really a scenic route. Rocky structures rosé on both sides of the road. What made it even more scenic
was that I missed the last turn where US 6 headed to I70. Only now do I realize how far we went afield.
We took CO 119 to Central City!!! The total number of miles on this detour was about 15.
Well, anyway it was nice even if it was cloudy. Very light snow was in the air and I was not happy that I
had missed the turn. I wanted to get over Vail Pass that was still many miles ahead. It turns out that
“The City of Central” had very old roots in this area. Its roots harkened back to when there was gold
discovered in “them thar hills.” The City was about half way between Mountain City and Nevadaville.
One website referred to it as the “Cradle of Colorado.” It seemed like the area was really erupting.
In its first issue of the Mountain City Herald, dated August 13, 1859, it contained the following article
regarding Mountain City: "Although not three months old, it contains already some 300 buildings
substantially erected, with a population of between 2,800 and 3,000, nearly all of whom are miners.
Yet the arts and trades are well represented, we have about 25 stores, 2 jewelry shops, 3 tailor
shops, blacksmiths, shoemakers, painters, etc." On September 29, the first snow fell and most of
the miners returned to lower elevations. However, a census taken in late October revealed that
nearly 2,300 men were still in the mountain areas of Black Hawk, Central City, Nevadaville, and
Russell Gulch.

Well all that is history! Yes, there are lots
and lots of old buildings, but they have been
refurbished for the tourist trade. Even more
dramatic were the structures built to remind
you of an old mining structure. One is on
the left. They were casinos. I don’t know
that gold mines looked like that, but maybe
silver mines. Bev and I have not been able
to find a picture of the really gaudy casino
structure we both remember. Actually, the
casino and hotel complex shown here was
only one of 6 casinos built along the streets
of Central City. (Incidentally, Black Hawk
and Cripple Creek are also full of casinos. Black Hawk may have had the gaudy one.)
Well how would they get people into this theme park? Certainly two-lane CO 119 was too windy.
Casino gambling was introduced in both towns in the early 1990s, but had more success in Black Hawk
(which has 18 casinos) than in Central City (which has 6 casinos), partly because the main road to Central
City passed through Black Hawk, tempting gamblers to stop in Black Hawk instead. In an effort to compete,
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Central City completed a four-lane, 8.4-mile (13.5 km)parkway from Interstate 70 to Central City, without
[
going through Black Hawk.

All is not well between Black Hawk and Central City! 
We headed back to I70 on the parkway mentioned. It was not cheap road to construct!!!
Once on I70, it was 65 miles to Vail, CO which was on the other side of Vail Pass. By this time, I had
already relaxed. The roads were completely clear and there was no more snow in the air. Sometime
before this, a Colorado tourist information lady had assured me that “chains” were only required for
truckers. I don’t know how cars would negotiate the freeway better than truck in snowy conditions, but
the continuing snow-free weather made it a moot point.
We drove the scenic highway through Idaho Springs, Georgetown, etc. We recognized advertising for
ski resorts like Breckenridge, Keystone, and Copper Mountain. I believe at least the first two have small
towns associated. At Copper Mountain, we
looked off to the left in time to spy the half-pipe
skiing that we have only seen in Winter
Olympics. The half-pipe must be used in
skiing, snowboarding, skateboarding, and BMX
bicycling. Wow, all new stuff since the 80s.

So many new ways to break bones. 
pictures came from the Internet.

These
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The next shot shows what the day was like as we approached Vail. Dreary with low clouds. Bev was
driving by now. I just shot about 111 pictures. This was relatively early after getting on I70. A few
miles later – and recorded as I70 mile 205 in Colorado, we drove by a typical ski resort village. It may
be Silverthorne.
I recall that there seemed to be no end to the amount of apartment houses around the ski villages. Lots of
winter business or hopes for winter snow enthusiasts.
Before Vail Pass, we stopped at a rest area where there was an interpretive display that showed the terrain.

We were about 10 miles from Vail Pass and we just saw the sign
for that milestone as we went over the
top. It was 10,630 feet. The car
engine could stop working. It kind
of worried us since we had never
heard the car labor like it did for this
stretch. Often we could not even see
that we were going up, but we began
to recognize our climbs from the
engine noise. (The car did very
well.)
Well let’s relax. We pulled off into
Vail and found a parking spot along
the highway in one of the city-size
parking ramps. (It reminded me of
Hallstadt in Austria where there was
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so little room between the mountains and the lake that a big parking ramp was provided.) Vail was
trendy. “Trendy” seems to be my catch phrase for being out of the average person’s financial range. The
photo on the left shows a view of a Vail avenue from the parking ramp. Walking further on, we crossed a
little brook in town. That bridge crossing the stream was covered. In each shot, the snow of the slopes is
visible. Expensive shops lined the streets. Everything looked alpine – focused on snow, skiing, eating,
drinking, and fun. People walked along carrying skis, walking in ski boots and, in general, looking like
they belonged in this scene.
When we entered the village, we were thinking of lunch. We spotted the Village Inn Plaza and its
restaurant – Terra Bistro. We walked through the entryway and around some sort of lobby with its dark
varnished wood moldings. No one seemed to be around looking for new business. We were ignored.
The main activity seemed to be a group of 4 or 5 people who must have been scrubbing the carpets. We
left without seeing how to get to the Terra Bistro. Good move. Recently after getting home, I googled
this place and found that the Bistro had only breakfast and dinner menus. Entrées for dinner were all
above $30. I found another site that implied that the Village Inn Plaza was 5-star. I attempted to see
what I could find about the cost per night, but the website did not seem to provide that as most other
hotel/motels do.
We decided that we would nibble in the car and forget lunch. We briefly visited the north-facing slopes
and then left to go back to the car. Normal courtesy says that you don’t photograph someone who is
walking toward you on a sidewalk. I did not. But, on our way back to the car, we walked by a woman.
She seem archetypical of what I believe was the mode of Vail. She was 40ish, long hair, dark tanned
face behind her unneeded sunglasses, and a full-length fur coat – just like we had seen for sale in a shop
nearby. A Nieman-Marcus shopping bag dangled from her arm. I know, I know! I must not judge by
appearances. Strangely, I once know a fellow who
went to Vail back in the 60s. It must not have been so
ritzy
then.
I took a
picture of
two
skiers on
one
slope.
This was
only a
small
view of
what
must
have
been
available
for skiing
and
snowboarding at Vail. Beverly looked over the graphic that
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displayed the mountains cut by ski runs.
We found the car and headed west again. This was truly a scenic drive. In the Glenwood Canyon area,
there must not have been enough room for everything that needed for the Colorado River, highway I70,
and railroad. The solution was to place things in the highway in tiers. Our westbound lane seemed to be
above (not directly on top of) the eastbound lane. The
railroad ran on the other side of the river. There seemed
to be another maintenance road tucked under the
eastbound lane. That might be the recreational trail that
runs the length of the canyon.
Incidentally, you must have seen signs warning about
falling rocks. One mild delay occurred because rocks
had fallen on the highway. The slow down just

allowed us to extend our stay in the
canyon.
There were at least three tunnels along the way. I failed to get a
good picture of the Eisenhower Tunnel before Vail. Here is the
inside of a tunnel and its entrance.
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More pictures. Here is a shot of the Glenwood Canyon dam. (Oh, yes. Don’t confuse this with the Glen
Canyon Dam on the Colorado, River in Utah.) It is the Shoshone Power Plant – a hydroelectric facility.
It seemed odd during the trip that every time we
looked down and saw a river it turned out to be the
Colorado. 
Anyway, if you are interested in trains, we finally
saw one that was not a coal train. We spotted an
AMTRAK California Zephyr as the railroad
magically appeared moving through the canyon to
the right of us. Earlier, I had shots of the tracks
on our left on the far side of the river. Egads, the
river got over on our right as well. (I should have
rolled down the window. Some reflections appear
on the glass.)

More magic. The sky cleared and the sun
came out. It was now getting toward 4 PM.

We travelled toward Grand Junction and by
some beautiful mesa-like structures. We
are approaching Palisade, CO only about 10
miles from Grand Junction. These were
breathtaking.

Too much sun for the photo above.
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Look! We are crossing the Colorado again!

Below is my favorite from this stretch.
Look at the rocks perched atop the
pedestals.

Well, it was time to get off the road for the day. We passed several exits for Grand Junction and decided
to take the exit for the town just beyond called Fruita. Apparently it was not the exit nearest to Fruita.
We drove and drove. Finally we found the residential area, but no shops, no motels. It might have taken
20 minutes, but we finally found the commercial districts. We headed for the Comfort Inn which one of
the first places seen – right across from Super 8.
Upon the recommendation of the desk clerk, we ate at a Mexican place across the parking lot.
eating we just went back to our room.
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